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Abstract

Simulations of relatives and identical by descent (IBD) segments are common in genetic studies, yet nearly
all past efforts have utilized sex averaged genetic maps while ignoring crossover interference, thus omitting
factors known to affect the breakpoints of IBD segments. We developed a method for simulating relatives
called Ped-sim that can utilize either sex-specific or sex averaged genetic maps and also either a model of
crossover interference or the traditional Poisson distribution for inter-crossover distances. To characterize the
impact of previously ignored mechanisms, we simulated data for all four possible combinations of these factors
using high resolution human genetic maps and interference parameters. Modeling crossover interference
heavily influences the distribution of the proportion of their genome relatives share IBD, decreasing the
standard deviation by 11.2% on average for relatives ranging from full siblings to second cousins. By
contrast, sex-specific maps increase the standard deviation of IBD proportion by an average of 3.37%, and
also impact the number of segments relatives share, most notably producing a bimodal distribution in
segment numbers shared by half-siblings. We further compared IBD sharing rates between simulated and
real relatives, finding that the combination of sex-specific maps and interference modeling most accurately
captures real IBD sharing rates for the relationships we considered. Under this model, pairwise IBD sharing
rates depend on the sexes of the individuals through which they are related. For example, when connected
only through females (and their common fifth great-grandfather), 12.8% of sixth cousins have some IBD
sharing, while this rate drops to 9.05% for male-descent sixth cousins. These analyses demonstrate that
sex-specific maps and interference are key factors impacting IBD sharing and underscore the necessity of
incorporating these effects into simulations.

Author summary

Simulations are ubiquitous throughout statistical genetics in order to generate data with known properties.
Such data are useful both to test inference methods and to understand real world processes using data that
may otherwise be challenging to collect. To produce genetic data for relatives in a pedigree, methods must
simulate the formation of the chromosomes parents transmit to their children. These chromosomes form as
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a mosaic of a given parent’s two chromosomes, with the site of switches between the parent chromosomes
known as crossovers. Detailed information about crossover generation based on real data from humans now
exists, including the fact that men and women have overall different rates (women produce ∼1.6 times more
crossovers) and that real crossovers are subject to interference—whereby crossovers are further apart from
one another than expected under a model that ignores other crossovers in selecting their location. Our
method Ped-sim can simulate pedigree data using these less commonly modeled crossover features, and
we used it to compare to real data and to simulations using the more traditional crossover model. These
comparisons showed that differences between the sexes and crossover interference each shape the amount of
DNA two relatives share identically, better fit real data, and should be included in simulation models.

Introduction

Inferring identical by descent (IBD) segments and estimating relatedness are classical problems in human
genetics [1] with much recent work motivated by the abundance of relatives in large samples [2–6]. In order
to study individuals with a known relationship, many investigators have performed simulations, both to eval-
uate novel methods [4–8] and to characterize the properties of IBD sharing rates among relatives [9, 10]. At
the same time, work to better understand the dynamics of crossovers, including crossover interference [11–13]
and differences in male and female genetic maps [13–15] have yielded more precise resources for realistically
simulating these recombination events. Despite this, most prior simulations as well as canonical models of
IBD sharing between relatives [16] rely on sex averaged genetic maps and have ignored crossover interfer-
ence.

Here, we present analyses of IBD distributions using both simulated and real human data where we performed
the simulations using either sex-specific or sex averaged crossover genetic maps [14], and incorporated either
a crossover interference [11–13] or a non-interference (i.e., Poisson) model. While mean IBD sharing rates
are unaffected by these factors, the variance in IBD sharing proportion differs substantially between them.
For example, in simulated first cousins, use of sex-specific maps increases the standard deviation of IBD
proportion relative to the sex average map by 4.60% and 2.99% while using the Poisson and interference
inter-crossover distributions, respectively. More significantly, incorporating crossover interference decreases
this standard deviation by 12.1% and 10.8% relative to the Poisson distribution when using sex averaged
and sex-specific maps, respectively.

In comparison to real data, relatives simulated using sex-specific maps and a model of crossover interference
have IBD sharing rates that better fit those of relatives from the San Antonio Mexican American Family
Studies (SAMAFS) [17–19] and Australian (AU) full siblings [20]. While this is expected based on the
findings from studies of crossovers [13, 14], the differences between the more idealized models and those
typically used are sizable and necessitate a change in current practice. Specifically, the standard deviation of
IBD fraction of full siblings simulated under the sex averaged, Poisson crossover model is 0.0397, compared
to 0.0362 for the more realistic model. The latter is closer to the value of 0.0374 from the SAMAFS and exact
to the reported value of 0.036 for the AU siblings [20]. These differences carry over to more distant relatives,
with the size of the 25th to 75th percentile range for second cousins being 0.0159 (0.0224–0.0383) using the
sex averaged, Poisson model, and 0.0149 (0.0234–0.0383) under the sex-specific, interference model. Again
the latter model more closely matches that of real SAMAFS second cousins who have a corresponding value
of 0.0149 (0.0231–0.0380) after correcting for slightly higher than expected mean.

While IBD sharing rates are more strongly affected by including crossover interference than sex-specific maps,
the number of shared segments differs noticeably when employing such maps. Most strikingly, half-siblings
have a bimodal distribution in number of segments shared when simulated using sex-specific maps. This
is due to the fact that half-siblings have only one parent in common, so the IBD segments they share are
generated by exactly two male or two female meioses.

Considering a wider range of relationships, we simulated first through sixth cousins and examined their
rate of sharing varying numbers of IBD segments with each other. Under the more realistic model, most
fifth cousins and nearly all sixth cousins (67.4% and 89.0%, respectively) share no IBD segments with each
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other, consistent with most of these relatives being genetically unrelated. However, the number of nth
cousins an individual has grows exponentially as n increases due to exponential population growth in the
past several hundred years [21, 22], so many thousands of sixth or more distant cousins still share IBD
regions (see Discussion). Interestingly, the probability of sharing IBD depends on the lineage that relates
the individuals. Cousins related through female lineages—plus a common (n−1)th great-grandfather—have
a considerably higher rate of sharing at least one IBD segment (37.6% and 12.8% of fifth and sixth cousins,
respectively) compared to those related through male lineages (28.2% and 9.05%, respectively).

We conducted all simulations for this study using Ped-sim, an open source method that performs simulations
of relatives using either sex-specific or sex averaged genetic maps and either a model of crossover interfer-
ence [11–13] or the traditional Poisson model (Methods). Our results indicate that moving to simulations
based on these non-standard models will be beneficial in evaluating IBD detection and relatedness infer-
ence methods going forward. They are also crucial in determining the probability of IBD sharing between
individuals.

Results

We used Ped-sim to simulate 10,000 pairs of relatives for each of several relationship types and each of four
crossover models. We compared these with real full siblings from the SAMAFS whose IBD we inferred using
HAPI [23], and also compared to more distant SAMAFS relatives whose IBD we detected using Refined
IBD [24]. Throughout, we abbreviate sex-specific and sex averaged as SS and SA, respectively, and refer to
the four crossover models we used with Ped-sim as: SS+intf for sex-specific genetic map with interference;
SS+Poiss for sex-specific map, Poisson event distribution (i.e., no interference); SA+intf for sex averaged
genetic map with interference; and SA+Poiss for sex averaged map, Poisson event distribution.

Below, we first discuss the effects of map use and interference on variance in IBD sharing proportion,
beginning with simulated data and then compared to real data. Following this, we consider the impact of
these models on the number of IBD segments relatives share. Because of the challenges in accurately detecting
IBD segments, including very short segments, we focus the latter analysis on simulated data.

Sex-specific maps and interference oppositely affect variance in IBD sharing proportion

We analyzed the impact of SS genetic maps and crossover interference on IBD sharing proportions in simu-
lated full siblings, first cousins, first cousins once removed, and second cousins. The use of SS genetic maps
increases the variance in IBD proportion compared to the SA map across all relative types, though the effect
is somewhat limited. In particular, averaged among these relationships, the standard deviation increases by
2.98% under the Poisson model for crossover localization and 3.37% under the interference model (Table 1).
SS maps have similar effects on the size of the interquartile (25th to 75th percentile) range that we consider in
some of our real data analyses, increasing this quantity by an average of 2.89% under the Poisson model and
3.90% in the presence of crossover interference. These small differences in IBD sharing summary statistics
correspond to nearly identical distributions of IBD rates between simulations using the SS versus SA maps
(S1 Figure).

The factor with the strongest effect on variance in IBD sharing fraction is crossover interference, a compo-
nent that decreases the standard deviation in IBD sharing compared to the Poisson model by 10.8% when
simulating with the SS maps and 11.5% when simulating with the SA map (averaged over all relationships we
considered; Table 1). Furthermore, interference tightens the range between the 25th and 75th percentiles by
11.5% when using the SS maps and 10.7% using the SA map. With decreased variances of these magnitudes,
the distributions of IBD rates for relatives simulated with interference are noticeably more peaked near the
mean, with smaller tails (Figure 1). These results highlight the importance of including interference when
simulating relatives, and hint that more IBD segments may be retained between relatives simulated under a
model that includes interference—a feature we analyze below.
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SS+intf SA+intf SS+Poiss SA+Poiss SAMAFS
SAMAFS
corrected

Relationship

Mean
25th percentile, 75th percentile

Minimum, maximum
Standard deviation

Full siblings

0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500

NA
0.476, 0.524 0.477, 0.524 0.472, 0.528 0.473, 0.527 0.475, 0.525
0.355, 0.643 0.372, 0.620 0.338, 0.646 0.365, 0.660 0.392, 0.612

0.0363 0.0347 0.0413 0.0392 0.0374

First cousins

0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.127 0.125
0.111, 0.138 0.112, 0.138 0.109, 0.140 0.110, 0.139 0.112, 0.140 0.111, 0.139
0.0483, 0.213 0.0531, 0.200 0.0461, 0.213 0.0575, 0.216 0.000235, 0.257 0, 0.255

0.0202 0.0194 0.0227 0.0221 0.0231 0.0231

First cousins
once removed

0.0626 0.0624 0.0624 0.0624 0.0642 0.0625
0.0516, 0.0726 0.0519, 0.0723 0.0505, 0.0740 0.0504, 0.0734 0.0526, 0.0751 0.0509, 0.0735
0.0181, 0.129 0.0149 0.126 0.00916, 0.135 0.0107, 0.132 0.000287, 0.137 0, 0.135

0.0156 0.0151 0.0174 0.0170 0.0176 0.0176

Second cousins

0.0312 0.0311 0.0314 0.0310 0.0339 0.0313
0.0234, 0.0383 0.0233, 0.0380 0.0225, 0.0393 0.0224, 0.0383 0.0258, 0.0407 0.0231, 0.0380

0.000997, 0.0811 0.00312, 0.0836 0.00142, 0.0906 0.000526, 0.0974 0.00498, 0.0854 0.00234, 0.0827
0.0111 0.0108 0.0123 0.0120 0.0113 0.0113

Table 1: IBD sharing fraction summary statistics for relatives of the indicated types. Each cell
contains four lines with IBD proportion statistics as indicated at the top of the table: mean; 25th and 75th
percentiles; minimum and maximum; and standard deviation. Simulation results based on various genetic
map and crossover interference scenarios are as indicated: SS+intf, sex-specific maps with interference;
SA+intf, sex averaged map with interference; SS+Poiss, sex-specific maps and Poisson crossover distribution;
SA+Poiss, sex averaged map and Poisson crossover distribution. Sharing rates from the real SAMAFS data
are based on output from HAPI for full siblings (with two outlier pairs with low IBD rates omitted) and
Refined IBD for other relative types (Methods). SAMAFS corrected gives values after mean-centering the
distribution separately for each relationship.
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Figure 1: First cousins simulated with crossover interference have a distribution of IBD sharing
proportion more concentrated near the mean. Interference decreases the variance in IBD sharing both
when using sex averaged (left) and sex-specific (right) genetic maps.

Simulations including sex-specific maps and interference best fit data from real relatives

Given the substantial differences in IBD sharing proportions observed by varying the combination of map
type and crossover interference among simulated relatives, we sought to understand which scenario best
matches real human data. We first examined IBD sharing between pairs of full siblings in the SAMAFS,
where our use of family-based phasing enables IBD detection with high precision and recall. The IBD
proportions from the SAMAFS range from a minimum of 0.392 to a maximum of 0.612 (after removing
two outlier pairs with proportions of 0.357 and 0.367 [Methods]). This is a much tighter range than in any
simulation scenario, but only includes 1,111 SAMAFS full siblings (Table 1; S2 Figure). By contrast, the
4,401 AU siblings have a range of 0.374–0.617 [20], which is closest to the SA+intf model, but also may have
fewer extreme values than the simulations due to lower sample size.

The SS+intf model produces the best fit to the standard deviation in IBD proportion with its value of 0.0363
compared to 0.0374 in the SAMAFS and 0.036 in the AU data (Table 1). This contrasts with the traditional
SA+Poiss model which has a much higher standard deviation of 0.0397, and the SA+intf and SS+Poiss
models which are also quite discrepant at 0.0347 and 0.0413, respectively.

The mean IBD2 sharing rates in the SAMAFS and AU siblings were both 0.248 which is slightly lower than
the expected value of 0.25. (Again we removed the same two outlier points which had IBD2 rates of 0.126
and 0.134.) The standard deviation of IBD2 sharing under the SS+intf model is 0.0408, which is the closest
of all the models to the SAMAFS standard deviation of 0.0426. The traditional SA+Poiss model is the next
closest to the SAMAFS, with a value of 0.0448, while SS+Poiss is higher at 0.0457. The AU pairs have
a slightly lower standard deviation at 0.040, and this is somewhat closer to the SA+intf quantity with its
standard deviation of 0.0396. Even so, the SS+intf number is very close to the AU sibling quantity.

Turning to relationships more distant than full siblings, we focus on the IBD sharing rates between the first
and third quartiles only. This is to remove potentially mislabeled relatives and to reduce the impact of
false positive/negative calls that population-based IBD detection methods—which we used to analyze these
relatives [24]—are susceptible to. We noted that the mean IBD rates for these real relatives are slightly
elevated, potentially due to false positive IBD segments or slightly higher background relatedness in the
population. For first cousins, the mean amount of IBD shared exceeds the theoretical expectation by 11.3
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Figure 2: Number of IBD segments shared between simulated third through sixth cousins
under various modeling scenarios. More distant relatives have reduced rates of sharing one or more
IBD regions. Percentages above each bar indicate the fraction of simulated relatives (of 10,000 for each
scenario) that have at least one segment shared. Female+intf are from simulations using sex-specific maps
and interference but where the pairs are related through only female non-founders, with a male and female
couple as founder common ancestors. Male+intf pairs are the same as Female+intf but with the non-founders
being only male instead of female.

cM (0.17% above the expectation). For first cousins once removed and second cousins, the observed means
are respectively 11.2 cM (0.34%) and 17.6 cM (0.26%) greater than suggested by theory. We therefore
subtracted off these mean excesses for each relationship type in the analyses below (labeled as corrected in
Table 1).

As in the full sibling analyses, use of SS genetic maps and crossover interference modeling provide a good fit to
the real data across all these more distant relationship types. Notably, however, the 25th and 75th percentile
quantities are similar among all the simulation models. In first cousins, the 25th and 75th percentile IBD
proportions under the SS+intf model are 0.111 and 0.138—close to 0.111 and 0.139 from the mean-shifted
SAMAFS data (Table 1)—but SA+Poiss is equally close, with corresponding percentiles of 0.110 and 0.139.
For first cousins once removed and second cousins, none of the models provide a perfect fit to the percentile
values. Considering the magnitude of difference between the 25th and 75th percentile values—the size of
the interquartile range—SA+Poiss is closest among simulations of first cousin once removed, with a span of
0.0230 (0.0504–0.0734), compared to 0.0225 in the SAMAFS (0.0509–0.0735), and with SS+intf next closest
at 0.0210 (0.0516–0.0726). For second cousins, the interquartile range for SS+intf is 0.0149 (0.0234–0.0383),
the same as the real second cousins (0.0234–0.0380), and the next best model for second cousins is SA+intf
with a percentile difference of 0.0147 (0.0233–0.0380).
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Rates of sharing at least one IBD segment among distant relatives

Random assortment during meiosis commonly leads to a loss of IBD segments such that distant relatives
may not share any IBD regions with each other despite having a genealogical relationship. Given the fit
of the crossover model that incorporates SS maps and interference, we set out to examine the distribution
of the number of IBD segments shared among full and half-siblings and first through sixth cousins. For
close relatives, including full and half-siblings, and first and second cousins, all simulated pairs share some
number of IBD segments with each other regardless of the crossover model. However, some proportion of
third through sixth cousins share no IBD segments of any size (Figure 2). In the SS+intf simulation, 1.7%
of third cousins share no IBD regions. This increases dramatically to 26.6%, 67.6%, and 89.0% of fourth,
fifth, and sixth cousins, respectively. For the 1,101 (of 10,000) sixth cousins that do share IBD segments, the
average total length is 5.31 cM. Unsurprisingly, most sixth cousin pairs retain only one IBD segment with
very few (96) pairs sharing more than one segment (Figure 2). The total IBD length varies substantially
among sixth cousins, with the top 25% of pairs that have IBD regions sharing a total of at least 10.4 cM
and a maximum of 53.5 cM. Thus sixth cousins with rare extremes of IBD sharing have total shared lengths
more typical of third and fourth cousins.

As already noted, crossover interference leads to a more concentrated distribution of IBD sharing rates (e.g.,
Figure 1). Interference also influences the number of IBD segments shared among distant relatives, resulting
in a slightly larger fraction of distant cousins that share IBD segments. As an example, 32.4% of fifth cousins
share one or more IBD segments under the SS+intf model compared to only 30.0% under SS+Poiss.

Sex-specific maps dramatically impact the number of IBD segments relatives share

While SS maps have a smaller effect than interference on the variance in IBD sharing proportion between two
relatives, they do impact the number of segments relatives share. Specifically, females produce an average
of 1.57× more crossover events per meiosis than males [14]. With such differences, females should transmit
a larger number of IBD segments that are on average smaller compared to transmissions from males. This
is because, without a crossover event, the probability of transmitting an IBD segment is 50%. On the other
hand, when a newly generated crossover occurs within an IBD region, transmission of some portion of the
IBD region (on one side or the other of the crossover) is guaranteed.

To more fully investigate the impact of SS genetic maps, we used the SS+intf model to simulate third through
sixth cousins where the non-founder ancestors are all either all female or all male (with the shared founder
grandparents being a male and female couple). When related primarily through females, third through sixth
cousins are much more likely to share some amount of IBD than those related primarily through males. The
differences are quite extreme with respectively 2.37%, 19.6%, 33.3%, and 41.4% more (in relative terms)
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth female-lineage cousin pairs sharing at least one IBD region compared to the
analogous male-lineage cousins (Figure 2). Consistent with intuition, the IBD regions in female-descent
cousins are smaller on average than those in male-descent cousins. For example, female-lineage fifth cousins
with IBD regions share an average of 1.31 segments with a mean total length of 9.01 cM compared to the
male-lineage averages of 1.24 segments with total length 11.9 cM.

These differences in male and female maps impact IBD sharing between close relatives as well, with especially
noticeable effects in half-siblings. In particular, maternal half-siblings share on average 1.4 times as many
IBD segments as paternal half-siblings (mean segment numbers 51.9 and 37.1, respectively). The effect is
substantial enough to produce a bimodal distribution with little overlap between the two types of half-siblings
(Figure 3; S3 Figure). Surprisingly, the mean segment count for paternal half-siblings is less than that of
first cousins with randomly assigned parent sex (who share a mean of 38.9 segments; Figure 3). However,
the segments paternal half-siblings share are more than twice as long with an average length of 45.1 cM
compared to 21.5 cM in first cousins.
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Figure 3: Sex-specific maps impact the number of segments shared between half-siblings.
Half-siblings simulated with sex averaged compared to sex-specific maps have widely different shapes, with
sex-specific maps producing a bimodal distribution (left). Plotted in the context of other relative types also
simulated with sex-specific maps, the lower mode of half-sibling segment counts—which corresponds to IBD
sharing between paternal half-siblings (S3 Figure)—is below that of first cousins (right). Includes 10,000
pairs for all relationship types.

Discussion

Modeling relatedness among individuals is more challenging than is typically appreciated due to the com-
plexities of meiotic biology. Variable recombination rates between the sexes and the phenomenon of crossover
interference both affect the quantity and size of IBD segments that individuals share. Our analyses demon-
strate that use of sex-specific maps and inclusion of crossover interference provide the strongest fit to IBD
sharing rates in real human data from full siblings. Likewise, the interquartile range of IBD proportion from
real first through second cousins is best fit by jointly modeling sex-specific maps and interference.

In modeling the IBD sharing proportion between relatives, crossover interference has a much stronger influ-
ence than varying sex-specific versus sex averaged maps. However, sex-specific maps have a sizable impact on
the number of IBD segments that both close (especially half-siblings) and distant relatives share. Therefore,
both crossover interference and sex-specific maps play critical roles in the accurate representation of meiotic
transmissions.

While we conducted detailed analyses of the IBD sharing rates between real full siblings, our analyses
of the first through second cousins considered only the interquartile range and also corrected for excess
IBD length above the theoretical mean. This and prior analyses [25] of the SAMAFS data make clear
that most of its reported pedigree relationships are accurate. Yet the combination of potential mistakes
in relationships and of less precise inference of IBD regions using population-based versus family-based
methods necessitated focusing on the median range of relatedness quantities. Work to validate reported
relationships in the SAMAFS and other studies may provide a clearer view of the tails of the distribution
of IBD sharing between more distant relatives. Nevertheless, controlling for background relatedness remains
an issue that may only be possible to mitigate through direct family-based modeling of IBD—i.e., explicitly
tracing haplotype segments from founders to their descendants.

Given the effects on IBD sharing of the features we consider here, it is necessary to revisit the probability
that a pair of relatives share any IBD with each other. A classic, influential treatment of this problem
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used an analytical approach based on Markov models and considered sex averaged maps while ignoring
interference [16]. That study indicated that 10.1% of sixth cousins share IBD regions, which is close to the
10.3% we obtain using a more up-to-date sex averaged genetic map. Still, with both sex-specific maps and
interference modeling, we find that 11.0% of simulated sixth cousins have non-zero IBD sharing (an increase
of 8.82% compared to the older model). This factor increases to 12.8% when the sixth cousins are related
primarily through females, and drops to 9.05% when they are related primarily through males.

The low fractions of IBD sharing between distant cousins contrast with the fact that the number of relatives
a given person has increases as the genealogical distance between them grows. As an example, an estimate
based on census and birth data of the number of fifth and sixth cousins a person in the UK has are 17,300
and 174,000, respectively [26]. Therefore, though many sixth cousins share no IBD regions, these numbers
suggest that an average person in the UK shares IBD regions with over 19,000 sixth cousins. Furthermore,
the tails of the IBD sharing distribution between sixth cousins can be as high as that commonly observed
in third and fourth cousins.

Going forward, efforts to better understand the dynamics of crossovers, including observed “gamete effects”
wherein crossover counts in a given gamete are correlated across chromosomes [27], and also potentially to
model genetic variants that effect crossover rates [27] could yield models with even greater precision. Nev-
ertheless, the effects of crossover interference and sex-specific maps are widespread and merit consideration
in both crossover and relatedness models.

Methods

We analyzed data from both simulated and real relatives, the latter from the SAMAFS, generating all
simulated samples using Ped-sim. Additionally, we quote summary statistics from a study of 4,401 AU full
sibling pairs [20].

The IBD sharing statistic we focus on primarily is the proportion of their genome two relatives share IBD,
calculated as a fraction of the diploid genome. For a given pair, this proportion is (k(2) + k(1)/2), where k(2)

and k(1) are the fraction of positions (in genetic map units) the pair shares IBD2 and IBD1, respectively.
Throughout, we report numbers with three significant figures, but we calculated these values using raw data
with at least six significant figures.

The Ped-sim algorithm

Ped-sim simulates relatives by tracking haplotypes—initially ignoring genetic data—as a sequence of seg-
ments that span a chromosome, each with a numerical identifier denoting the founder haplotype it descends
from, and a segment end point. (The start position is implicitly either the beginning of the chromosome
or the site following the end of the previous segment.) All founders have two haplotypes with only one
chromosome-length segment, each with a unique identifier.

To begin, Ped-sim reads a file that defines the pedigree structure(s) it is to simulate and, for each such
structure, generates haplotype segments for the founders in the first generation. For subsequent generations,
it generates haplotypes for any founders and forms haplotypes for non-founders from the parents’ haplotypes
under a meiosis model. This model works on the two haplotypes belonging to a parent by first randomly
selecting which of these begins the offspring haplotype, each having 1/2 probability of being selected. Next,
Ped-sim samples the location of the crossover events, either using a model of crossover interference or a
Poisson model. It then produces the offspring haplotype by copying the segments that exist on the parent’s
initial haplotype up to the position of the first crossover, introducing a break point in the segment at that
location. The interval from this location to the next crossover consists of a copy of the segments from the
parent’s other haplotype across this interval, again with a break point added at the crossover. The method
continues this process, switching at each crossover between the two parent haplotypes to copy segments from,
and terminates after copying the region between the last crossover and the end of the chromosome.
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Under the Poisson crossover model, the distance from the start of the chromosome to the first crossover and
from one crossover to the next are each exponentially distributed with rate equal to 1 crossover/Morgan.
This rate arises naturally from the definition of a Morgan as the distance within which an average of one
crossover occurs per generation. The model sequentially samples crossovers and terminates after sampling
a crossover beyond the end of the chromosome. The sampled positions are in genetic units (i.e., Morgans),
and Ped-sim determines their physical location using the genetic map, storing the segment end points as
physical base pair positions. When given sex-specific maps, it locates the physical positions using the map
corresponding to the sex of the parent.

The crossover interference model is that of Housworth and Stahl [11, 12] which provides a good fit to real
human inter-crossover distances [13]. This model uses a gamma distribution for the distances between
crossovers that are subject to interference. It also includes a fraction of events that escape interference and
therefore derive from a Poisson model.

By default, Ped-sim randomly assigns the sexes of parents, and can generate any number of pedigrees
with a given structure (with parent sexes assigned independently in each). Allowable structures include
those in which individuals marry either a new founder or another non-founder in the same generation, with
multiple marriages possible. This enables simulation of a wide range of possible relationships. Ped-sim can
also generate data in which all reproducing non-founders have the same sex (male or female), leading to
descendants that are related to each other through nearly all male or all female relatives. In such cases, the
common ancestors of those descendants will generally be a married couple, male and female, although it is
possible to simulate only a single common ancestor or for individuals to be related through more than one
lineage (e.g., double first cousins).

When given genetic data in the form of input haplotypes, Ped-sim randomly assigns data to each founder
using one input sample with its pair of haplotypes. It then copies segments from those haplotypes to
the person’s descendants using the segment numerical identifiers and end points. The algorithm can also
introduce genotyping errors and missing data using user-specified rates, with a uniform probability of these
events at all positions.

Another way to run Ped-sim is without haplotype data—instead using only the segment numerical identifiers
and end points that form simulated haplotypes. This is the way we used Ped-sim for the analyses we describe
here, using version 0.99 of the tool. We detected IBD segments as regions where two individuals have one
(IBD1) or two (IBD2) segments with the same numerical identifier(s). For each such IBD segment, we
mapped the physical positions to genetic positions using the same sex averaged map that we used in the
simulations (below) [14].

Genetic maps and crossover interference parameters

We ran Ped-sim using genetic maps produced from crossovers detected in data from over 100,000 meioses [14].
The inferred maps include those for both males and females and a sex averaged map that all span the same
physical range. All simulations include the 22 autosomes but no sex chromosomes.

To simulate using the Housworth and Stahl crossover interference model, we leveraged the interference
parameters νi and pi for i ∈ {f,m} that were inferred using, respectively, female and male data from a total
of over 18,000 meioses [13]. To simulate interference using a sex averaged map, we calculated the sex averaged
parameters νa and pa as follows. The p parameter gives the fraction of events that escape interference and
we set pa = (pf + pm)/2. Distances between interfering crossovers in the tetrad are gamma distributed with
shape and rate parameter values ν and 2ν, respectively [11, 12]. A simple average of the male and female ν
parameters does not produce a distribution with summary statistics at the midpoint between the two sexes.
All values of ν lead to distributions with the same expected value of 1/2 (the expectation is the shape divided
by the rate parameters). We therefore calculated νa such that the variance of the sex averaged distribution is
the mean of the variances of the male and female models: νa = ( 1

2νf
+ 1

2νm
)−1. Note that the mean distance

of 1/2 Morgans between events is double the number expected per chromatid. This is because the model is
for events in a tetrad (all four products of meiosis). To obtain the crossovers falling on the chromatid being
generated, the model randomly selects events with probability 1/2 for inclusion.
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IBD detection in the SAMAFS

We used two different methods for inferring IBD in the SAMAFS data: one applied to nuclear families
and useful for analyzing IBD sharing between full siblings, and the other for analyzing IBD rates in first
cousins, first cousins once removed, and second cousins. Quality control filtering of the SAMAFS data is the
same as that described previously [25]. In brief, we used biallelic SNPs typed on the Illumina Human660W,
Human1M, Human1M-Duo, or both the HumanHap500 and the HumanExon510S arrays, and we required
the SNP probe sequences to map to a single location in the human GRCh37 build. Next, we excluded
individuals and SNPs with excessive missing data (>10% and >2%, respectively) and removed duplicate
SNPs. Additional SNP filters utilized information from auxiliary resources including dbSNP and the reported
“accessible genome” from the 1000 Genomes Project, among others [25]. This yielded data for 2,485 samples
typed at 521,184 SNPs. We further omitted 1,514 first cousin, first cousin once removed, and second cousin
relative pairs that had evidence of being related through more than one lineage [25].

Family-based phasing implicitly infers IBD regions, and in the presence of data for a complete nuclear family,
this inference has both high precision and recall. For this analysis, we utilized HAPI [23] version 1.87.6b,
a method that performs efficient minimum recombinant phasing for nuclear families. This form of phasing
is the same as that of the Lander-Green algorithm [28] when the probability of recombination between
informative markers is identical at each position. To ensure reliable results, we performed this inference on
114 nuclear families for which data from both parents and three or more children were available, and we
excluded likely monozygotic twins that had IBD2 rates >0.95 (three pairs). This yielded 1,111 full sibling
pairs for analysis. To infer IBD regions, we parsed the inheritance vector output from HAPI to locate IBD1
and IBD2 segments, assigning genetic positions to the start and end of each such region using the same
sex averaged map we used for the simulated data [14]. (The genetic map is undefined for 98 SNPs and we
omitted these positions from analysis.) The exact boundaries of crossover positions are uncertain in real data
due to the fact that not all sites are genotyped and homozygous positions are uninformative. We therefore
estimated the start and end positions as the midpoint in genetic units between two informative sites that
descend from distinct parental haplotypes and therefore bound the region in which a crossover broke an IBD
segment. We also merged short regions (including non-IBD intervals) comprised of five or fewer informative
SNPs with the adjacent segments so that they cover the interval. We assign these to have the same IBD type
as the preceding segment (typically the two flanking segments have the same type). Finally, we removed two
outlier full sibling pairs that had IBD proportions of 0.357 and 0.367.

For non-sibling relatives, we leveraged IBD segments previously inferred [25] using Refined IBD [24] ver-
sion 4.1. In total, we considered 5,384 pairs of first cousins, 6,342 first cousins once removed, and 2,584
second cousins. Here as well we converted physical positions of the IBD segments to sex averaged genetic
positions using the same sex averaged map as in other analyses [14].
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Supporting information legends

S1 Figure: First cousins simulated either with sex-specific or sex averaged maps have distribu-
tions of IBD sharing proportion that very similar. Sex-specific and sex averaged distributions heavily
overlap both when using an interference (left) and a Poisson (right) model for inter-crossover distances.

S2 Figure: Distributions of IBD sharing fractions for simulated full siblings and the SAMAFS
full siblings. Simulated distributions are as labeled: SS+intf, sex-specific maps with interference; SA+intf,
sex averaged map with interference; SS+Poiss, sex-specific maps and Poisson crossover distribution; SA+Poiss,
sex averaged map and Poisson crossover distribution. Each simulation includes 10,000 full sibling pairs, and
the SAMAFS data are from 1,113 pairs, including the two low IBD fraction pairs excluded in the analyses
described in the main text.

S3 Figure: Number of IBD segments shared between the two types of half-siblings: maternal,
with female shared parents, and paternal, with male shared parents. Includes 10,000 pairs for
both types of half-siblings.
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